
Special points of 

interest: 

 Understand what 

activities are covered by 

the Rule. 

 All is not lost, what you 

can do. 

 Be careful there are traps 

for the unwary. 

 What you say is 

important too. 

New rules effective Jan. 1, 2014, implement the Dodd-Frank Act, federal legislation aimed, 

in part, at protecting consumers from financial problems relating to home mortgages. One 

of the new rules relates to loan originator compensation (“LO Comp Rule”).  Similar to the 

SAFE Act, which deals with state mortgage loan originator licensing, the LO Comp Rule 

deals with loan originators.  Think in terms of the SAFE Act dealing with the mortgage 

activity that requires a license and the LO Comp rule impacting a wide range of activities 

that subject you and your business to additional federal regulation. The activities regulated 

by each law are not the same.  

First, the LO Comp Rule applies to both individuals 

and entities. By contrast, the SAFE Act’s MLO 

licensing requirements apply only to individuals. 

Second, the LO Comp Rule’s coverage is determined 

by federal law, while SAFE Act licensing requirements 

are determined by state law. As a result, the 

determination of whether you are a MLO required to 

be licensed under the state SAFE Act is separate and 

apart from the determination of whether your 

activities are governed by LO Comp Rule. While it is 

a separate analysis, if an individual is a loan originator under the Rule, the individual will 

likely need to be licensed as a mortgage loan originator under the SAFE Act’s licensing, 

testing,  and continuing education requirements. 

The LO Comp Rule defines specific activities that make an individual or entity a loan 

originator and contains restrictions on compensation for covered individuals and entities.  

Furthermore, if a retailer or its employees engage in LO activities, the compensation paid to 

the retailer for loan origination activities is included in the “points and fees” calculation for 

determining whether a loan is a high-cost mortgage and whether the loan is a qualified 

mortgage.  

Finally, the compensation received by the individual and retailer would be subject to the 

Rule’s compensation restrictions.  You do not want to be considered a loan 

originator unless you do so knowingly and purposefully. 
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A Dealer or Salesperson who wants to avoid violating the LO Comp Rule must not: 

● Discuss credit terms that may be available from a creditor or loan originator based on the consumer’s financial status. 

● Tell a consumer a specific interest rate that can be offered. 

● Answer direct questions that would sway a consumer to choose a creditor or loan originator. For example, you cannot 

respond to questions such as, “Which lender is best? Which lender would you use? Which lender will make my monthly pay-

ments lowest?” 

● Provide an application form for only one creditor. 

● Quote rates, fees, costs, payments, required down payments or other credit terms that may be available for loan products 

that are offered by creditors. 

● Assist a consumer in selecting which credit terms to choose or which loan product to choose when he or she has obtained 

multiple approvals. 

● Advertise estimated monthly payments, that the retailer can provide or help find financing. terms dealing with rates. 

● Have signs that discuss the ease of getting financing. 

Avoid saying:  

No credit, no problem    Buy here, pay here     No credit check financing    Your land is your down payment 

Executive Summary 

Under the LO Comp Rule, a Dealer and Salesperson can: 

 Describe the loan process to a customer 

 In response to an inquiry from the consumer, describe what credit language and terms mean 

 Give general application process instructions 

 Provide the consumer with a list of lenders likely to make manufactured housing loans 

 Allow lenders to advertise their products in the retailer’s office as long it is done in a neutral manner 

 Discuss sales information with lender personnel 

 Administer the loan closing, but scheduling the closing must be done by the lender 

 Pull a consumer’s credit report but for only sales related proposes such as whether they are a bona fide prospect. 

 A community can pull a credit report for residency qualifying proposes only.  

You Can Say: 

“Lenders offer rates as low as 3 percent to qualified customers.” 
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Your actions will determine if you are required to hold a mortgage loan originator’s license, your compensation is counted towards 

points and fees in determining the status of the mortgage, or both. 



The CFPB revised the LO Comp Rule as part of a series of new 

regulations applicable to the mortgage industry. The new LO Comp 

Rule, along with the other regulations, are aimed at preventing per-

ceived abuses in the mortgage industry that contributed to the re-

cent financial crisis. 

Much of Dodd-Frank, as well as its implementing regulations, deals 

with how creditors and servicers will make, underwrite and service 

loans. Since those issues are beyond the control of retailers in our 

industry, they will not be addressed here. Each creditor is making its 

own arrangements on how to deal with Dodd-Frank and those with 

whom you have done business will be in touch with you. We have 

been told that creditors are considering the development of a com-

mon, generic loan application form that will be accepted by many 

creditors to avoid steering and referral issues.  

The LO Comp Rule is designed to protect consumers by reducing 

incentives for loan originators to steer consumers into loans with 

particular terms and by ensuring that loan originators are qualified.  

Keep this in mind: Employees of a manufactured housing re-

tailer are not LOs under the LO Comp Rule if they do not 

take applications, offer or negotiate credit terms, or advise 

a consumer on credit terms. Credit terms mean rates, fees and 

other costs. Credit terms are selected based on the consumer’s fi-

nancial characteristics when those terms are selected based on any 

factors that may influence a credit decision, such as debts, income, 

assets or credit history.  If a retailer or its employees are consid-

ered LOs under the LO Comp Rule, here are some clear rules 

about what a retailer and its employees cannot do: 

● Be compensated based on transactions terms, except the loan 

amount. 

● Be compensated by both the creditor and a consumer or another 

party. 

Below is a list of activities that may be conducted by a retailer’s em-

ployee without the employees being considered a loan orginator. 

What does the LO Comp Rule Mean? 
 

Even if your salespeople 

are independent contrac-

tors, you are liable if they 

violate the rules, and you 

may be considered a loan 

originator organization.   
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Here are some activities that will not make an employee a Loan Originators under the LO Comp Rule: 

● Generally provide credit application instructions to consumers so that consumers can complete an application, 

such as describing the meaning of the terms: “assets, primary residence, monthly income, declarations (legal terms such as 

bankruptcy, alimony) liabilities and recurring debts.” When providing application instructions, you should avoid the appear-

ance that you are telling the customer what information to put on the application. 

● Generally describe the credit application process without advising on credit terms. 

● The lender, with your approval, will pull your credit report to let them understand your financial profile.” 

● The lender will need to verify your income sources and employment.” 

● The lender will take your income, job and debt information and evaluate whether you might qualify for their loan.” 

● In response to an inquiry, describe credit language and what those terms mean, such as what is an interest rate, what is the 

APR, or the meaning of common fees in a transaction. 

● Provide general application instructions to consumers so they can fill out their applications and highlight on the application 

the places they need to complete.  Answer specific questions asked by the consumer about the application process as long as 

the responses do not deal with credit specifics or in any way direct a consumer to, or influence a consumer to choose, any 

creditor or loan originator. 

● Provide to the consumer a list of creditors that likely will make manufactured housing loans in the general area. When 

compiling a list of potential lenders, do it by alphabetical order and hand that list with the fax numbers, addresses, website 

addresses and email addresses for lenders and loan originators to the consumer. 

● Allow lending institutions to advertise their products within the retailer’s offices through flyers and brochures as long as it 

is done in a neutral manner and does not rise to the level of referral or steering. 

● Discuss sales related details with creditor personnel.  

● Administer loan closing, including making sure the borrower has signed all forms contained in the closing packet. However, 

a retailer employee cannot arrange/schedule the closing and should not discuss credit terms or answer question relating to 

credit terms at the loan closing. A duly licensed MLO employed by the lender should be available in person or by telephone 

during the loan closing to answer the borrower’s questions. 

● Pull a consumer’s credit report for sales-related purposes, such as qualifying a customer for a sale by matching a customer 

with the correct home and determining whether the customer is a bona fide prospect, but not credit related purposes. A 

retailer employee should not pull a consumer’s credit report to direct the consumer to a particular lender or loan terms or 

use it to determine what credit terms may be available.  The retailer employee also should not use the contents of the credit 

report to determine the names of available lenders that the retailer employee will provide to the consumer.  When obtaining 

a credit report, it is advisable that you have the consumer’s prior signed authorization and that you not provide the con-

sumer with a copy of the credit report. The authorization instructions may include instructions to the consumer on how the 

consumer can pull his or her own credit report. 

● A community may still pull a consumer credit report for residency qualifying purposes. Again, it is advisable that you have 

the   consumer’s prior written signed authorization. 

● A consumer may go to a lender’s website from your office and fill out the lender’s application; however, the consumer 

should transmit the application to the lender. 

What is Permissible? 
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Without being considered a Loan Originator under the LO Comp Rule, a retailer’s employees cannot: 

● Fill out a loan application, or in any way physically assist the applicant in filling out the application. Two interpretations of this 

rule should make it clear. You cannot fill out an application form for a blind customer; you cannot provide a foreign language 

translator that completes an application form for a person who does not speak English. You can, however, provide a translator 

for a non-English speaker, but they cannot fill out the forms. 

● Input application information into an online application or other automated system. 

● Take a loan application over the phone and then put that information into a form to be sent to a creditor or email a com-

pleted application to a creditor that the customer completed on the retailer’s computer. 

● ● Discuss specific terms of a loan. 

● Present credit terms for the consumer’s consideration that are selected based on the consumer’s financial characteristics, or 

communicate with a consumer for the purpose of reaching a mutual understanding about prospective credit terms. This means 

a creditor or loan originator, as opposed to a retailer or its employees, should provide credit approvals with credit terms to 

the consumer in the first instance. 

● If a bank owns the home and offers a special financing package for you to transmit to consumers, you will be in violation of 

the act if you do so because that could be seen as offering credit terms and steering. 

● Don’t arrange/schedule loan closings with consumers. Retailer employees can still administer a loan closing and make sure 

the consumer properly completes all forms in a closing packet; however, the lender, not the retailer employee, should discuss 

credit terms and answer a borrower’s questions relating to credit terms at closing. A duly licensed MLO employed by the 

lender should be available in person or by telephone during the loan closing to answer the borrower’s questions. 

● Direct, refer or steer a customer to any creditor or loan originator. 

● If you are a dealer and have an in-house MLO, then you can recommend your own MLO to the consumer, just like any 

other lending institution, but your loan originator cannot “steer” a consumer to a loan based on the fact that the loan origina-

tor will receive greater compensation from the creditor in that transaction than in other transactions the originator offered or 

could have offered to the consumer, unless the consummated transaction is in the consumer’s best interest. There are de-

tailed rules about what loans would be in the consumer’ best interest.  In this situation, the MLO and non-MLO need to be 

employees of the same entity and the non-MLOs cannot make the referral based on an assessment of the consumer’s financial 

characteristics. The non-MLO should also not discuss credit terms that are or may be available. 

● Negotiate terms of the loan. 

● Ask for or collect consumer information such as the customer’s debts, income, assets, or credit history for the purpose of 

determining his or her financial characteristics to then select credit terms or the creditors or loan originators that you will 

provide information about to the consumer. 

● Examine the consumer’s credit history. 

● Discuss credit terms that may be available from a creditor or loan originator based on the consumer’s financial status. 

 

What You Cannot Do 
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What You Can Do - Step by Step 
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Initial Meeting with Customer 

Meet & Greet 

Feature Benefit Homes 

Collect Customer Information 

Discuss Prices 

Discuss Home Installation 

Discuss Credit Terms that 

Might be Available 

Promote buy here, pay here or 

other lending aspects 

Display signs about the ease of 

getting financing 

Discuss Credit Terms based on 

the Customer’s Information 

Advertise monthly payments 

Later On with the Consumer 

OK Not OK 

Pull a Credit Report for 

Sales Purposes Only 

Give List of Likely Lenders 

to Make MH Loans 

Describe the Loan Process 

Give General Loan Process 

Instructions 

Allow Lenders to Display 

their Information in a Neu-

tral Manner 

Tell a Customer What specific 

interest rates from lenders are 

available 

Provide an Application Form 

From Just One Lender 

Quotes, rates, fees, downpay-

ments or other Credit Terms 

Discuss which Lender is Best 

After Customer Has Signed the Purchase Contract 

Administer the Loan Closing 

such as making sure all docu-

ment are signed 

Schedule the Closing (the lender 

must do this with the customer) 

The three steps above are simply a way to visualize the sales process.  Items listed as 

either OK or Not OK do not change based on the step shown above.  This is for 

illustrative purposes only. 


